
 

 

Experiencing the Sea – Holidays at Home 
The best means against wanderlust: Mediterranean living atmosphere. If we cannot go to 

the beach this year the beach can  come to us. Let us make sure to feel at home just as if 

being on holiday. With aqua colours and natural materials holiday feeling emerges on 

terrace and balcony. 

 

Refreshing water colours 

From the Atlantic to the Mediterranean over to 

the Aegean Sea – Blue in all its nuances 

instantly reminds us of the far, deep sea. 

Combined with light accessories made from 

natural materials our home is turned into a 

coastline. The maritime style blows a fresh sea 

breeze on terrace or balcony. The colour blue 

has a cooling effect. Whether plain, striped or 

in a blue-white pattern mix: azure, turquoise 

or navy blue ensure for visual refreshment 

also on hot days. Comfy cushions made of 

cotton or linen invite to rest and to linger. 

Natural decorations made of wood, sisal or rattan complete the beach colours.  For the usually rough 

coastal climate appropriate the accessories are allowed to have some patina. One can almost hear the 

sound of the waves and feel the soft breeze. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Summer evenings on the sun deck 

Upon dusk, Feuerhand Hurricane Lanterns provide for reliable warm light in any wind speed. Thus, in 

spritit one can still wander into the distance even after sunset. Placed on different levels the calm light 

of the petroleum lanterns shines wherever there is no other light for orientation. Lit on time for sunset 

the light of the Baby Special 276 burns up to 20 hours – on the balcony, in the garden and in all 

favourite spots under the open sky where no socket is available. 

   

 

3 tricks for the perfect shine of the sea 
1. Fresh blue tones: The colours of water and the sky provide for pleasant cooling on hot days and let 

the sea seem as if close by. At blue hour when the day passes into the evening Feuerhand Hurricane 

Lanterns in maritime colours set the right light on balcony or garden. 

2. Mediterranean plants: Olive trees, rosmary or cacti – plants from the Mediterranean love the sun, 

do not need much water and bring back holiday memories. In the warm shine of the petroleum 

lanterns one feels as if being in the South during the evening. 

3. Natural materials: Rattan, sisal – as rug, placemat or bag – as well as wood are reminiscent of 

beach colours. Cotton or linen textiles provide for extra comfort. 

 



 

 

About Feuerhand 
Feuerhand is a traditional brand whose roots go back to the year 1893. Ever since, fire and flames have been the 

key focus. The engineers Herrmann and Ernst Nier once made German industry history with the automated 

production of the Feuerhand petroleum hurricane lantern. Since then, the classic has been used worldwide 

providing warm, reliable and safe light for people. Tradition and modernity are united in new products 

Feuerhand offers. Since 2014, Feuerhand belongs to the Petromax group and the products can be acquired via a 

well developed international network of specialised retailers with currently more than 3,000 shops as well as the 

own online shop. Petromax is managed by Jonas Taureck and Dr. Pia Christin Taureck. 
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